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(UN)Limited landscapes,

no fence,

no offence.



The landscape-ideal of the modern time is a wide and open park-

like landscape. 

From cemeteries to office parks and campuses to residential 

developments, many outdoor spaces celebrate the living in the 

park idea that Le Corbusier proclaimed in the early 20th century 

as the modern credo. 

Apparently this landscape type best caters to peoples needs and 

makes them feel comfortable. 



On the outskirts of 

Zurich a residential 

development called 

Saengglen (the 

neighborhood’s 

name) draws on that 

idea. Small clusters 

of 3 to 4 homes are 

arranged within a 

park-like landscape. 

Concentrating them 

around a hardscape 

courtyard in turn 

allows for a 

maximum open 

space in between 

those clusters. 



A group of four homes 

with three of them

being one floor

buildings and a two

story house in the

lower right corner



The landscape from one group of building to the next still is limited, but 

as originally no fences were used it seemed almost a bit unlimited.



The modern ideal seemed to work, at least with the early settlers.



But at some point one owner wanted a pool near his house. Eventually 

a fence was needed to keep out the kids, as the liability in case of an 

accident in Switzerland is with the owner of the facility.



Luckily the fences were kept to a maximum of 80cm in height ...



Then some people started to have dogs, which of course did not 

get along with the neighbors cat and also occupied the territory 

as they liked. Here too a fence eventually was necessary to keep 

the animals in check and the (other) people happy.



So this is the (sad) story of a rather visionary park-like landscape 

eventually becoming divided up by fences, just for trying hard not 

to offend anybody. 

Conclusion: it seems that unlimited landscapes have their real 

limitations when it comes to practical things like kids 

and dogs ….


